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rea.tattoo parlors used by
students stress cleanliness
Ian White of New Breed Tattoo &
Piercing deans the room where he will
start his next piece of art. As the manager, White claims he's given some
strange tattoos. The next one will be no
different. "He wants a snail on his
butt/' says White.
Even if you want something a little
more traditional, the Dayton area features several tattoo and body piercing
e tabli hm n .
But which hop is the best in the
ar a? Which one i the cheapest?
Which one i the cleanest? Here are
four major tattoo parlors in or around
Dayton to help you make that decision.

New Breed Tattoo &
Piercing
Providing its customers with both
tattooing and piercing services, the
shop is "world renowned," said White.
It has six locations in Indiana and two
in Ohio. According to White, three of
the franchise's ink artists have won
artist of the year.
With a basic rate of $50-$128 an
hour, the shop provides "quality service
at a quality price." Prices for piercings
range from $30-$100 with the average
costing $40.
The shops hold high standards for
cleanliness, with two autoclave (sterilizing) machines that clean everything.
New Breed takes walk-ins or appointments.

Glenn Scott Tattoos
Glenn Scott's Tattoo Team provides
body piercings and tattoos. With a basic
rate of $40, tattoos at Glenn Scott usually average around $60-$100. Usually
giving about 5-15 tattoos a day; the
artists are very experienced and can
design almost anything. Glenn Scott

bas a starting rate of $25 for a basic
.
earlobe piercing.
The shop is very clean, as well.
"Everything is brand new, we never
reuse any needles," said Brad Darrell.
"We autoclave everything," he
added. When asked what kind of tattoos
the shop has done, Darrell said, "Use
your imagination."

Blue Byrd Tattoos
"Tattoos aren't really that painful,"
said David Klaiber, owner. From big
Marines to 18 year-old college students,
Klaiber has dealt with them all. Blue
Byrd Tattoos has been known for its
"quality of customer care," said
Klaiber. With three studios built in five
years, the company is moving fast.
Tattoos are priced at $130 an hour,
and piercings start at $30. According to
Klaiber, the shop is kept clean through
employee knowledge of contamination,
following procedures and basic "common sense." Klaiber also commented
on how much more original artwork he
is doing lately, as opposed to what the
shop has on the wall. "One's lifestyle
shows in their artwork," he said.

Tattoo Tech
Tattoo Tech has experience and treats their customers professionally,
according to Rodney Bolin, a piercer at
the shop. With tattoos starting at $50
and piercings at $40, Tattoo Tech is
proud to boast that they "have a variation of different artists," said Bolin.
By cleaning the shop all day long,
customers have commented to employees that the place is the cleanest in
Dayton.
From the basic butterfly on a girl's
back, to a custom $500 arm piece, Tattoo Tech has done it all.
"If you can imagine it, we've done
it," said Bolin: Even piercings have
ranged from the basic navel piercing to
the back of one's neck.
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I 0/04/2005- Police were called with
a report of as ault. People were playing a game of intramural football
when omeon on the sideline threw a
football at a player, mi sing him but
hitting someone else on the sidelines.
After throwing the football, the susp ct made several degrading comments to the player and when he went
to sit down, he was threatened about a
physical confrontation. Witnesses then
said that the suspect reached around

-

Frientb. gadU!T to hear Sam Brodecki plll) guitar in Hami/Jon Hall 1he lza/l held its own version of
''BaJtle ofdie Bands" on Oct. 13.

10/0712005-A A called police
hen a student refu cd to lea e the
premise· after being asked politely.
Poli e found the student in a uspicious state and a ked for I.D. The student claimed not to ha e an r and after
gi ing police two false SS #'s and
DOB 's police ·ere able to find the
real name and DOB through another
student. Police issued a citation to the
student who was intoxicated because
he was underage at the time. The suspect was taken into custody and transported to Fairborn City Jail.
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Sexual p~edators not prevalent,
but still found on campus
FnnJWotz•
~

Forcible ex offense arc on the ri e
on and around campu .
Since 2002 there have been 32
forcible ·ex ofTcn e . hey jumped
from five to 13 between '02 and '03;
there were 11 reported in '04. As of
Oct. I0, three had been report d for ·o .
hicf Po lie· imonc Polk said the
main technique of th W U police to
lower th sc numbers i ducation.
" ducation is o important " aid
Polk. '"A lot of our student don't
under tand or don't know what constitutes a sexual a sault under Ohio Law."
She said the WSU police talk to student and UVC classes about what sexual assault is and what it is not.
Polk aid the bigge t rule is "no
mean no." If tudents follow this simple rule, the number of sexual assaults
will drop drastically.
If one person, male or female, says
no to any type of sexual situation, it
can be determined sexual assault if it
continues.
"Sometimes there are no witnesses,
sometimes the victim cannot recall, or

remember accurately what the facts and
circum tance. are," ay Chief Polk.
If the victim cannot recall the evidence, whether they wer under the
influence fa drug or alcohol, it can
make th ca ·c dra tically hard r t
prove.
If you feel you have been sexually
u ·saulted, immediately call 911 or
x211 l fr many campu phone.
..After 72 hours, our hospitals cannot
coll ct cvid nc fr ma ' . ual assault,"
aid Polk. After 72 hour, any vidcnce
become ·tale and i unusable for the
pro ecution."
"I do feel safe on campus, but I
think it's only natural to feel a little
nervous if I'm walking by myself alone
at night," said Leann Meyer, a senior
nursing student. ''No matter how safe
campus i , I can till be insecure walking by my elf."
WSU's SAFE escort program exists
to protect student from crimes. If you
at anytime feel like you need a SAFE
escort, contact the police at x2111 and
request an escort.
The e cort will meet you where you
are and walk you where you need to
go.

Sexual Assault Statistics
65o/o

of attacks are unreported, making sexual
assault the "silent epidemic." Sexual assault
remains the most drastically underreported
crime.

25°/o

of women will be raped during their college
career.

13°/o

of women are stalked during the academic
year.
of women know the person who sexually
assaulted or raped them.

75%

of the time, the offender, the victim or both
have been drinking.

42%

of college women who are raped tell no one
about the assault.

5%

of rape incidents are reported to the police.
*Statistics from 2005 American Association of University Women

Miller receives Donate Life Award
Nicole DeVendra
De¥endra.2@wlWI

Roni Miller has won the Cameo for
Caring Donate Life Award.
Miller, a nurse at Miami Valley Hospital, has been a nurse for 12 years. She
ha been very active promoting organ
donation awarene .
Miller al o played a big part in her
hospital's Organ Donation Breakthrough Collaborative team, part of a
nationwide effort to advocate and provide resources for organ donation.
"What set (Miller) apart was the
tremendous amount of dedication and
time she gave over the last year," said
Cathi Arends of Life Connection of
Ohio:
There were five nominees for the
award. "Each candidate was very qualified," said Arends. "It was a tough
decision."
The award was established by Life

Connection of Ohio in partner hip with
WSU Miami Valley ollcgc of Nur ing
and I Icalth to recognize nur e who
make an extraordinary effort to pro-

"What set (Miller) apart
was the tremendous amount
of dedication and time she
gave over the last year. "
- Cathi Arends, Life Connection
of Ohio.
mote organ and tissue donation.
Miller received the award Saturday
at the ceremony held in the Student
Union.
It was only the second time the
award has been presented in the nation,
and it was the first time in Ohio.

Connect Your Talent Witn Volt's

JOB OPPORTIJNITIES

Volt Services Group
Hiring Material Handlers
Available:
Temporary/ Seasonal Positions
1st I 2nd Shift Positions
Call for immediate inter ., 1ew
(937) 431 - 5239

Left to right: Patricia Martin, Miclurel Phillips, Roni Md/er and Ronald Apwisch
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'Not a party school' reputation Department
does not stop ambitious drinkers sponsors
ty of other .
a ertive in making ure that overindulIn place of higher education, stugence of alcohol doe not lead to
dent have certain level of freedom
a sault .
opportunity for interaction and free
The Student Right to Know brochure
time, Polk aid.
tate liquor law and the reaction that
tudents al engage in the party
campu law enforcement has to stuatmo ·pher at time • but the problem i
dent who break tho ·c law .
when .. tudcnt break the law.
It i · availabl on the Wright State
I:.. pccially in a ca c whcr • the stuwcbsit , www.wright.edu, and printed
dent is a uspcct in another crime, the
copies can be obtained fr m the Office
\ hole :itualion brin ~s danger upon his
f Student ~ upport er ice· at 150 Unior her career a piration ..
versity Hall at 77 - 74 .
__...---- Polk ·tr ·sses that the goal of
th c· mpus polic department
i. to make ·ch I safe. The
department trie to balance
afety and control and i

WSU i not typically thought of as a
party chool, de pite the 139 arrest
due to liquor law violation on campu
and on public property in 2004.
Aside from these statistic. Police
hief imonc Polk said that part of the
1cas m the uni er. ity is not considered
a "p• rty ·hool ' is b cause it i pr·iom inantly · commute campus.
Polk, who wa an officer with the
'le eland tatc Uni er ·ity police
department for 16 year said campu police have arre ted underage
drinker'.
She ugge ts that tudent read
the student code of conduct, o
that they'll know the law
again t underage drinking and
drinking from open containers.
The tudent alcohol policy
which can be found in the ·tudcnt handbook tate that
"the Univer ity will
enforce all state and local
laws relative to the consumption of alcohol."
It further specifies that
alcohol may be conumed in '"licensed univer ity facilitie and at
policy- pecified social
e ent .''
Polk noted that any time
large crowd· gather t gcthcr
for an e cnt, there i a risk o(
some typ of a di lurbancc, and
an added risk of alcohol abu c.
he encourage tudent to
conform their behavior in order . . . . . . . .
to ensure their own safety and the safe-

...

II

Al~!~Y~~~0!JRY

graduate
in ASA
FrankJW>lz
~

'J he Department of Statistics ha
r ccntly begun offering. ponsorcd
member. hip for graduated tudcnt · in
the profe ional American Stati tical
A sociation (ASA).
The reputation of WS U and the
department benefits from the sponsor hip because, a department chair
Harry Khamis explains: the reputation of the college weigh on the uccess of the students.
"But even more fundamentally, it
i our chance to help the tudent
succeed in their cho en discipline, '
add Khamis.
Last April, the department sponsored three students, and yearly there
are an average of five students who
graduate with a MS in applied statistics. These students received two
years of membership from the
department.
"I feel without ASA member hip
my career in the field of statistics i
incomplete," says Jshwori Dhakal, a
WSU graduate and member hip
recipient. "I will definitely continue
th · ASA membership."
Perk of the member hip include
announcement of event and conference , job fairs, networking opportunities and discounts on publications,
programs and meetings.
The idea for sponsorship came
from Khamis after reading an article
in AMSTAT News discussing how
North Carolina State was one of the
first to offer students membership.
"Following their lead, I began a

DA TO. ,OHIO
JU~

"It is our chance to help
the students succeed in
their chosen discipline. "

flt1N L,, lH .AW:\\'
I

[ wsu I 1 ~

- Harry Khamis, department
chair

. Ci

r""

r::

f)i.-

HA ' I .fAN JW

~

sponsorship program for WSU graduate students in the applied statistics
program last April," says Khamis.
The department seems to be fulfilling their goal of student success.
"Recently, I got a job in nutritional
and molecular epidemiology of cancer projects at the University of
Arkansas for Medical Sciences," says
Dhakal. "[The membership] really
encouraged me to work hard."

'WOODMAN !JR

3PMT08PM

$1.00 TOP LOAD WASHERS
W'ITH VALTD STUDENT ID
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eal careers in virtual reality
II Videogaming is a
growing industry,
classes not yet
offered at WSU

' Soon as Tgraduate, I will be attending a game design , chool . o I'll learn
[gaming de ign skill ] there aid Irv-

Many coll ·gc. are creating mput r
·den cour 1.,-; p ifkally d • ign cl
tor vi co gam1.,-; de ign but Wright
tak i n >l on' of them.
· urr ~ntly, th r arc no ·pccific
c ur ·es for ideo games but it i. on our
radar," aid Forouzan Go! hani, chair
of the computer cience and engineering department. "The industry has been
growing and will continue to grow.''
Students are interested in videogaming couses. Michael Irving, computer
science student and president of the
Videogamer's Community, said the closext class WS U offers to prepare you
for gaming is CS 409, which is an AI
course where you program a computer
player.

game art and d1.;; ign.
Al o the Uni t;rsity of P nnsylvania
off rs a master's in computer graphics
and game technology.
"Advances in gaming have fueled
the fire for advancing topics in those
course and pushes us to improve course
offerings and topics we cover," said
Golshani.
"If you know the fundamentals creating a game is just an application of
these skills,' said Golshani.
"We can train on gaming, but we
have not decided to create a specific
degree," Golshani added.

A student plays a video game for enJertainment.

Cell phones invade WSU
Cell phones have infiltrated book
bags classrooms and workplaces, but
are they a nece ity or a nui ance?
A study in 2004 d ne by the Student
Monitor, said that nearly 90 percent of
college students own cell phones. It
was only 33 percent in 2000.
Since they were introduced, cell
phones solved a lot of problems. However, in the college environment it also
create problems uch as disrupting
clas e and cau ing people to con 'tantly talk on them.
''When a cell phone rings in my
class, I get really annoyed, it is very
disruptive," said a ociate hi tory professor Carol Engelhardt.
"When omeone els · cell phone
rings, I can't help but laugh to myself
at how absent-minded they are." aid
ophomore English major Carlena
Dunn. "They are drawi1rn a lot of
attention to themsel es."
Some people are constantly on cell
phones. ''I don't get it at all,'' E1 g 1hardt aid. ··1 thi1 k it i
idesprea I m
ocicty and pcopl arc trying to be
important."
She said that cell phone calls are
rarely an emergency and it causes people to ignore others around them.
'I don't really see the big deal considering the age of technology we live
in," said sophomore Aubrey Weinland.
"It's their choice."
" Don't let your life be run by some
small, handheld electronic device,"
said Dunn.

w

w

·,,falcolm takfs on the issllf~ of ide11llty alld Mlwns ~f ~~
if .vou havm 't been born into the wrong gender
it lt make vou think about whili makes wu. ·au.·
-Clim Hewit4 t Paul Pioneer Pres ·

an~ nJn1

Cross Creek Communitv Church, UCC
and •

The Dayton Chapter of PF LAG
present
the feature rum documentary produced by
The United Church of Christ

and
Filmworks, Inc.

IC1h

LMEMALCcjLM
,1,

October 20th at 7:00 PM

Neon ~Im~es
Jessica Lacon and Brooke Long 011 c:.e/I phones d11ri11g nudlz class

w.

Dr. John R. W )od.. Minister
Retired Air Force Chaplain

Warm, Caring, Supporthe Outreach for All Ages
Active Youth Program - Monty Liles, Youth Minister
Home of Carpenter's Kids as seen on Dayton Access TV
Large Screen Presentation used in Sunda)' \Vorship Sen ices
Bible- la cd Mini tric , Worship Services, Classt.-s, Sfudy Group~·

Sunday: 9:30 AM Bible Study
10:30 AM \Vo1·ship
Sunday: 6:00 PM Study Groups
Wed: 6:30 PM Bible Study
Bclmontchurch.org
3003 S. Smithville Rd (Near Patterson)
256-0481
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Public opinion still split on Iraq
II Casualties of war
include 96 Ohioans,
1 from Dayton

ger, if you're not the one making the
deci ion . The ab olute wor t thing you
could do i leave now with Iraq in
chao ,"

Ncole DeVendra

"] don't think Sadaam et1er
had any n11clear weapons.
Bush ju ·t wanted to fini h
what was started i11 the first
Gulf War."

Dewndra.2@wrigh

The opinion t f merican
rics
\ idcly on th uhj t of th' continuing
\ ar in Iraq.
econ.ting t , n ct. 6 urv y conducted hy the. Pc\ Research l.:ntcr for
the People and th Press. 44 percent
feel that America ma<lc the right deciion entering Iraq; fifty percent feel that
the wrong deci ion was made; and ix
percent are unsure.
These results repre ent an upswing
in anti-war entiment. The ame survey
wa conducted Sept. 9 of 2005 and 49
percent believed the right deci ion was
made to enter Iraq~ 44 percent believed
the wrong decision wa made; and
even percent were unsure.
WSU students repre ent a wide variety of opinions when it comes to the
war. "I trust Bush," said biomedical
engineering major Jason Seidler. "He
ha a pretty good head about things. I
don't know much about the government

-Nathan Berry
Nursing major

A soldier salutes U.S. casualtiJ!s returning to Dover Air Force Base from Iraq.

and he obviously doe ."
There are plenty of students who
convey the opposite beliefi. 'I don't
think we should have went there in the
first place," said nur ing major athan
Berry. ''I don't think Sadaam ever had

any nuclear weapons. Bush ju t wanted
to fini h what was started in the first
Gulf War."
Computer science major Derick Faller disagree . "It's tough to jump on
Pre ident Bush. It's ea y to point fin-

According to the web ite iraqbodycount.org, it is estimated that between
26.500 and 30,000 civilians have been
killed in the Iraq war.
There have been 1, 960 confirmed
death of United State oldiers to date.
This includes 92 Ohioan . One soldier
from Dayton has been killed, as well as
one from Huber Heights.There have
been atleast 199 coalition casualties,
including 96 from the British military.
Operation Iraqi Freedom began
March 20, 2003. Bush declared an end
to major combat on May 1. 2003.

Honors Program provides extra
opportunities for students
Beginning in school year 19721973, the Wright State Univer ity Hon-

1 , 2, 3 Bedroom
Apartments Still
Available
Call for Great Spe~
c1a1s

878-3973
118 Old Yellow Springs Rd.
Hours:
Monday - Friday 10-6
Saturday 9-6
Sunday 12-5
w

w

w.

the

or · Program opened its door ~ to academically succcs ful ·tudcnts.
The purpose was to help students get
farther in their studies. Thirty years
later, the Honor Program and its purpose are till standing ·trong.
Students in the program are given
benefits. "Some of the benefits that
I've really enjoyed are early registration, honors housing and a scholarship
through the program," said Sean
Stevens, a junior majoring in Electronic Engineering.
One of the major benefits that students find helpful is the opportunity to
have smaller class sizes. "I take much
more away from these classes than
from most of the other General Education course ," said Patricia Conrady, a
junior nursing major.
''The teachers get to know you on a
more personal level and are willing to
help you even after the quarter ends,"
said Conrady.
Perks are always good to have but
to keep them, students must keep up
with the Program's requirements.
Students who are continuing or
transferring to Wright State can apply
into the Honors Program but need to
meet requirements, including a GPA of
3.0 or better and Faculty recommendation.

guardian

on

Ii

n

e.

After me ·ting these requirement·,
applying and being admitted into the
program . tudents must remain active
in the program to be con idered a part
of the Honors program.
This means that students need to
complete at least one Honors cour e
each quarter.
Even if student arc not able to meet
all of the requirements to be in the
Honor. Program, there is till a chance
for those who are intere ted.
"We are also interested in having
student who may not quite meet these
qualifications, but who bring some special contribution or determination to
the program," said Susan Carrafiello,
Director of the Honors Program.
"Such students will be permitted to
enroll in selected Honors courses
where they can demonstrate that they
merit full participation," added Carrafiello.
When meeting all the requirements,
students in the program can graduate
with one of the three Honors Program
degrees.
Students have the choice of the University Honors Scholar, the Departmental Honors Scholar or the General Studies Honors Scholar.
For more information about the
Honors Program log on to
http://www.wright.edu/academics/honors/ or visit the office located on the
second floor of Millet Hall, office number 243.
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21 ·and up: be leary of expired coverage
are "in network." This mean that the
doctor accepts that in urance company
and i considered in the insurance comMo t first and second year students
panies are of coverage.
have the delight of being covered by
If you choose an in urance company
their parenf health in urance. Howevthat your doctor is not in network the
er, when birthday #21 arrives, insurprice for the in urance will be higher.
ance may say "time's up." So where
Overall it' be t to find in urance with
doe a tudent tum?
a d ct r in mind.
Some insurance companie have a
U ually in urance companie will
clau that tate, if a child ver the age
have plan for students. ee what ervof 21 i a full tim tudcnt and at l a t
icc are offered and how much is cov50 p rccnt of their ex pen e are c vered by insurance. For example: twhat
ercd by the parent, the student can
i the co-payment? How many times a
remain on the policy.
year can you go to the doctor before
o a year before the big 21, look int
in urance no longer cover visit ? In
your parent's plan. See if there is such
the event of an emergency what co t
a clause and how to go about making
are covered?
sure you are covered. In the event
After narrowing down the search,
though that the insurance company is
fill out applications. Most can be found
unwilling to cooperate, here are some
online. Make sure to know your medother suggestions.
ical history. Most rates found online or
Surf the web. Google is a great
given over the phone are based on a
search engine. The best search to start
person who is in good health with no
with might be your parent's current
serious medical conditions.
provider. In some ca es, insurance comRemember cheaper is not always
panies may be willing to do a deal if
better. You get what you pay for, so
you go through the same provider your
make sure you pick a plan that will fit
parents have.
your needs.
Try asking co-workers, friends, or
In the event that your 21st birthday
your doctor- all may be able to provide
is rapidly approaching and you are just
you companies to search.
now finding out about the change in
When you are looking at companies,
insurance, look into short term plans or
the first thing to check is if your doctor use the campus insurance policy. This

Lake Campus offers
alternatives to Dayton
gram, which is in cooperation with
Ohio Northern University.
Other organizations that are present
Wright State University of Dayton,
at the Lake Campus include Business
Ohio is the main campus that many stu- Professionals of America and Student
dents attend.
Senate.
However, there is another alternative
In addition, there are several well
for students who would like to mainpaying student employee positions
tain their Wright State education, but
available.
The Lake Campus bookstore, also
switch to a different location.
Wright State University Lake Camknown as Cottage Bookstore, began in
pus is located between Celina and St.
1979.
Like the main campus bookstore,
Mary's, Ohio. It has 173 acres on the
north shore of Grand Lake St Mary's.
Cottage Bookstore allows students to
The lake provides a beautiful, scenic sell back their books at the end of each
view and a resting and studying spot
quarter. Refunds are given back to stu- ·
for several students, according to Lake
dents within the first ten days of the
Campus faculty members.
quarter.
The lake campus provides open
The mis ion of the WSU Lake Camenrollment for prospective students,
pus js to encompass bachelor, profesalong with placement testing, advising
sional, and master degrees.
The university is fully accredited by
and financial assistance.
The school's Academic and Instructhe North Central Association of Coltional Services provide tutorial assisleges and Schools, which also means
tance and hold ties with national assothere is transferability. of all academic
ciations and agencies.
courses to major universities throughThe Lake Campus has pr<;mdly made out the country.
some recent additions to the university.
If you have made the main campus
The College of Nursing and Health has your home, but would like to try somea BSN outreach program for students.
thing fresh with a beautiful view,
The College of Business and Admin- Wright State University Lake Campus
istration offers a MBA 2000 program
would like to welcome you!
and the 2+2 Technical Education pro-

w

w
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might be a good opportunity to allow
you to look into a plan that best suits
you while making ure you are still
covered.

For more information on the school's
policy check out www.wright.edu/students/health/ or call 937-775-2552.

Shop Ca refullv Before You Buy. Contact different companies and
compare premiums.

Take Your Time. Do not be pressured into buying a policy.
Check for pre-existing condition exclusions. Determine if it limits or ~
excludes coverage for existing health conditions.
Be aware of maximum benefits. Most policies have some type of
· limit. They may restrict the dollar amount that will be paid for treat •
ment of a condition or the number of days of care for which payment :
:
will be made.
Know who you are dealing with. The agent should be able to verify ~
that he or she is licensed in the state. (A business card is not a
license.) Check references and experience.
•
Ask for a clearlv worded outline of coverage. Read it carefully
Complete the application carefully. Fully divulge your medical history:
and medications to the professional.
Do not buy more policies than you need. A single comprehensive
policy is better than several policies with overlapping or duplicate
coverage.
Do not pay cash. Pay by check, money order or bank draft made
payable to the insurance company, not to the agent or anyone else.
Get a receipt with the insurance company's name, address and tele
phone number for your records.
Do not buv strictly on lowest oremium cost. Terms of coverage and
credit-worthiness of the insurance company are very important.

ANOTHER BENEFIT TO OUR
ONLINE EDITION:

FIND CASH FOR COLLEGE.
Click on the scholarships link on the top bar of our site, and browse a scholarship
search to connect with over 650,000 scholarship aw~rds, worth $2.S billion.
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Editorial

I need
Money
FOOL!

W U needs to be active
in the community

All G, the only man who
makes sense to me .•.

You nly hav to got Wright

tat for, \\ hil' to realize that
tr cd h r • a le .

oth r uni 1cr. ities.
Wright tate has hinted in the
pa t that they look t college uch
a 0 U and OU a example for
campus growth and tudent a tivity.
When the tim came for high
school student to choo ·ea uni ertudent cho e
ity, 16 000 of tho
Wright t te. They cho c it on the
a sumption that WS really wa
like the other Ohio uni er itie .
One of the advantage of going
to WSU i the location. Many tudent here arc commut r . An ther
advantage is the co t. It' no ecrct
that Wright tate ha much cheap r
tuition than many other Ohio in titute .
But many tudents are finding
that our cho 1 ha a glaring di advantage: Wright Stat i n t very
active in the local c mmunity.
In the urrounding cities of Fairb m, Dayton and Beavercreek
there are a large variety of hop ,
re taurant and clubs. Yet, it
appear that Wright State has not
made a con iderable effort to contact the e bu ine e and find out
way to hare bu inc .
Wright State student cannot u e
their student ID still in many
places as a form of credit, unlike
the universitie that WSU styles
it elf to model after.
The student discount that are
available are not well publicized to
the campus, either.
In short, Wright State could be
transplanted to any other area in the
country and not really affect anything.
Something need to be done
about getting WSU more active in
the community. Thi could be done
by revamping the Wright 1 card to
make it more useful to students.
Wright State also needs to help students have access to those businesses located near its campus.
After all, it's not like many of
the local venues moved down the
street from the university by accident.
WSU needs to take advantage of
that. There is a lot to be gained by
both parties.

Letters to the Editor
Response to
"Morning after pill
may join OTC birth
control" 10/12
Plea e inform the reader of The
Guardian of the side effects of the
birth control.
The only method that does not have
side effects is fertility awareness.
According to the Couple to Couple
League, the FAM (or NFP) listed in
the original article is actually 99%
effective when properly done.
The pill al o has erious risks,
which can be life threatening. These
include blood clots, strokes and heart
attacks, and are increased if you
smoke cigarettes.
Cigarette smoking increases the
risk of serious cardiovascular side
effects, especially if you're over 35.
Women who use oral contraceptives are strongly advised not to
smoke.
The morning after pill is only the
pill at twenty times the strength, and
being made over the counter is not
really the best idea.

Response to
"Acceptance
needed at WSU"

George Bush's
nominee to the
Supreme Court

10/12
I am upset that George Bush would
select Harriet Miers for the Supreme
The writer of the opinion piece list- Court.
ed above has obviously blurred the line
It is not becau e of her politics,
between acceptance and tolerance.
gender, or experience. It's because of
This has been a crusade waged by
the Constitution.
many in the pa t, and it is time that the
It's because she has worked as
distinction is made once and for all.
lawyer since 1994.
Bush's
Acceptance is where I let you
of our government
branches
The
become a member of my group or even
each other.
balance
and
check
family.
lawyer to serve
his
nominating
By
your
Tolerance i where I let you do
on the Supreme Court, President
thing.
Bush has turned his back on the
I can accept someone who actually is different.
ideals of our Constitution.
I cannot accept someone who acts
This nomination threatens the bal·differently just for the sake of being
ance of our government.
different.
President Bush has refused to
Wearing plaid, pink pants or riding a release documents related to her work
bicycle with a Soviet flag attached to it;
for him.
these are things I see everyday around
The conflicts of interest have
campus that I personally cannot and
begun.
already
will not accept.
Court Justice's first
Supreme
A
be
and
different
be
If one wants to
loyalty must always be to the Ameriaccepted, stop making your being difcan people not to any client.
ferent a main topic of discussion.
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Emergency contraceptive
pill safe, helpful to women
J would like to respond to and lab rate on Dani lie Wil on' article,
''Morning after pill may join T birth
contr l" that wa fcatur d in the ctob r 12. 2005 cditi n of The Guardian.
Thank you, Danielle. fi r bringing
attention to a very important ubjcct.
On Augu t 26 2 05, for the third
time in two year·, the FDA delayed its
decision on whether or not to make the
Emergency Contraceptive pill, Plan B,
available over the counter.
Although Emergency Contraception
(E ) meet all the FDA r quirements
for o •er-the-coWlter di tribution and
ha been proven by the FDA' own
re earch to be extremely afe and effective, the deci ion to give EC over the
counter status ha been postponed time
and again.
It eems that politics is trumping science and women's health and that this
decision will be made purely on political grounds-in accordance with the current anti-reproductive rights admini tration.
That is, if ever the decision i actually made.
The WSU Femini t Majority Leaderhip Alliance (FMLA) i campaigning
for the FDA to make emergency contraception available over-the-counter. And
we are not alone in this endeavor.
Over-the-counter tatus of emergency contraception is supported by a
wide-range of medical and women's
health organizations, including the
American Medical As ociation, American College of Ob tetric and Gynecology National Women's Health Network
and Black Women's Health Imperative.
Already in Maine, California, Wash-

week and are closed in the evening
and on weekend - the time when
unprotected intercour e or exual
assault are mo t likely to occur.
Thercfi re it is important for women
to have alternative ways to rccci c E .
nc option i to vi it a Planned Parentho d linic.
You can find the Plann d Parcnth d
clinic nearest you by calling 1- 00-2 0PLA .
Many clinics are open on Saturday .
"The decision to give EC
An additional benefit of visiting a
Planned Parenthood clinic is that
over the counter status has
patients are charged on a sliding fee
cale, meaning that youi income deterbeen postponed time and
mine the fee you're charged.
again. It seems that politics
Thi i one advantage of being a
poor college tudent!
is trumping science and
Another option is to a k your health
care provider to write an Advance Prewomen~ health, and that
scription for EC so that you will have a
this decision will be made
back-up dose of EC when and if you
it.
purely on political grounds- need
Another option is to visit www.getin accordance with the cur - thepill.com. This is a medical internet
site that provides prescriptions for
rent anti-reproductive
emergency contraceptive pills.
After taking a medical history to
rights administration. "
determine eligibility, they will phone in
-Carrie Detty a prescription to your local pharmacy.
The cost of an online asse sment is
$24.95 and doe not include the price
abortion by 800,000.
of the pill .
i often referred to
Although the
There is no fee if you are denied a
a "the morning after pill" it can be
prescription. This web ite is available
u ed up to 5 day after unprotected
24 hours.
intercour e, contraceptive failure, or
If you would like to learn more
rape to prevent pregnancy.
However, it is mo t effective if taken about or become more active with
as soon as possible. For this reason it is issue affecting women, such as Emerimportant that women have immediate . gency Contraception, please visit an
FMLA meeting any Monday at 6:00pm
acce to Emergency Contraception.
in the Women's Center in 148 Millett.
Although Student Health Services
does offer Plan B to tudents their
offices are open for only 42.5 hours a

ington, Ala ka, Hawaii, and New Mexico (with New Hamp hire and Oregon
pending legi lation) women arc able to
directly from a pharmaci t.
btain
Thirty oth r c untric., including
Kand France, have al o
anada, th
mad ~ av ilablc over the count r.
ha · the
ncncumb r\;d acces t
potential to cut in half th numb r of
unintended pregnan ic in the U every
year thereby reducing the number of

When I'm
going for lunch J
u ually top by
The Hangar for
bread tick r a
salad.
But ometime
I want omething
different, something warm and filling like grilled cheese or ooooh
curly fries.
Unfortunately, ifs not a great
idea to top by the Student Union if
you're in a bit of a rush.
The last time I went wa la t
week for a "quick' lunch, too bad it
took over ten minutes for me to get
a grilled cheese and curly fries.
I wasn't the only one waiting
either, my fellow peers were all huddled around hoping to grab a chicken sandwich or hamburger.
I noticed that at "On the Barbie"
they seemed to have a system going.
But a system is only good if it's
moves at a fairly decent pace.
I know people can only do so
much, but maybe a little fine tuning
i in order?
I mean, mo t of u like to eat at
the Student Union; the variety i a
bit more extensive than Th Hangar.
But if the food takes too long to
make or cook, then students have to
rush and risk indigestion or be late
to cla s or work for a decent meal.
So perhap the staff could try a
new ystem--one with more order.
Sometimes the food just need to
cook, but what about extra preparation around lunch time?
For example, what about preparing a few extra burgers or at least
putting them out on the grill?
And perhaps pulling out the curly
fries so they can thaw and take less
time to cook? Just a couple of ideas
that may cut down on time.
In the mean time, I guess I'll
stick to my salads and breadsticks
and save the Student Union for
when I have time to wait ten minutes or so for my meal - while
standing in line with a tray.
And for a change, I'll try oldschool and pack a lunch.
May be all the cool kids are
doing it.
Hey and another idea, why not
start using the take a number system? It might just work ...

lander. 8@wright.edu
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Student Union
offering notso-fast food
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chill yowr .;,.ont~ with
H~llOWttn tri,; ,t fll·ck~
II Classic horror
films still bring the
scares new films
seem to lack

The Exorcist
You know there's something extra
creepy going on when a little girl's
head spins around and her voice resembles that of a bassist's. And how can
we forget the famous crucifix scene?
"The Exorcist" burst onto movie
screens in 1973 and gave audiences
something to scream about for years to
come. With its graphic scenes and psychological screenwriting, the horror
film was based on William Peter Blatty's novel.
Chris MacNeil (Ellen Burstyn,
"Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood") lives with her daughter, Regan
(Linda Blair, "Scream") in a suburb of
Washington, D.C.
One night while hosting a dinner
party, MacNeil notices that Regan has
gotten out of bed and is now standing
in the middle of the floor in her nightgown.
With a peculiar look on her face,
Regan urinates right on the carpet in
front of everyone.
After a few similar instances of
unusUal behavior, MacNeil loses hope
when doctors are unable to explain·

what has come over her daughter.
Regan's b d violently hake in the
middle of the night, and her mother is
horrifi d to find her levitating.
Her physical appearance also
changes when scratches my teriou ly
appear on her face and she literally
looks like hell.
At her wits' end, MacNeil confides
in a priest who is also a psychiatrist. He
determines that there is no other explanation for Regan's behavior; she's possessed.
Father Lancaster Merrin (Max von
Sydow, "Snow Falling on Cedars") and
Father Damien Karras (Jason Miller,
"Rudy'') join forces to compel the evil
spirit out of the girl before it's too late.
In this grueling process, Karras
questions his faith and Merrin realizes
that his years of experience with exorcisms are necessary to save Regan.
This movie utilized special effects
without giving away the imaginative
essence of your own personal demons.
"The Exorcist" pushed the envelope
during the l 970's and brought a cult hit
to the forefront of Halloween movies.

Halloween
Full of screams, shrieks and terror,
this classic 1978 film will blow you
away every time.
The thrilling duo of psychopath
Michael Myers (Tony Moran) and the
vulnerable Laurie Strode (Jamie Lee
Curtis) will have the audience on the

at ou
ow
ate- s rus o
e very en .
e ge o err seat untJ
In the movie, Myers plays the part of Did Last Summer" and the "Scream"
series, "Halloween" still seems a whole
a demented psychopath who has been
institutionalized since childhood. Final- lot scarier and leaves me feeling a bit
more worried when the lights go out at
ly, he is able to escape and goes on a
night.
murderous rampage while Doctor
Until the very end, the suspense just
Samuel Loomis (Donald Pleasence)
seems to continue to build from minute
tries to bring him down. Myers eventuto minute.
ally tracks down Strode, and begins to
At times, the film gets a little
kill her friends one by one.
cheesy. For example, in one scene
Directed by John Carpenter, this
Strode stabs Myers in the neck with a
movie has everything a horror film
hanger. Myers, looking a little stunned,
needs. Repetitive music, thunderstorms, strange phone calls and numer- just pulls the hanger out of his neck
and continues to chase her like nothing
ous murders are heavy throughout the
happened.
movie.
Also, no matter how fast the victims
Actually, every time I hear the
run, Myers just seems to always catch
ridiculous theme song, the hairs begin
up while keeping the same walking
to stand on the back of my neck. With
pace.
strange camera angles from the killer,
"Halloween" is one of the greatest
one may get the feeling of darkness
created by Carpenter a lot better than in horror movies of all time, and if you
haven't seen it, stop reading this paper
other horror films.
right now.
Dubbed the classic "slasher" flick,
Go, before he comes to get you.
this film is quite ahead of its time. With
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Trick or treat for cultural diversity
What do Red Panda Chinese Acrobats, Japanese Taiko Drummers, Scottish Bagpipers, French Can-Can
dancers, and Hip-Hop groups have in
common?
The fact that they are all going to be
featured at the Multicultural Hallow en
lebration ho ted by The Asian/Hi panic/Native American Center on
Thur·d y ct.27 from5:30-10:00
p.m. The v nt will b • l cated in the
Apollo Room f the, tudent Union.
This c I bration i a ombination of
fall holiday and customs celebrated by
div r e culture worldwide. Th cultures being repre ented are European,
Asian, Latino, African and Native
American.
The celebration combines the American holidays of Halloween and Thanksgiving.as well as that of Kwanzaa
(African-American), Diwali (AsianIndian), the Mid-Autumn Festival (Chinese and Vietnamese), Chusok (the
Korean Thanksgiving), the Obon holiday (Japanese), the Yam Festival
(Nigerian), Day of the Dead or "El Dia
de los Muertos" (Mexican) and the
Native American Fall Festival.
Students are encouraged to come,
and they'll learn "that although not all

in its
usual
form,
there
are
many

tivals

around the
world," said Mai
Nguyen, Advisor of the Asian/His

The night will include ethnic food,
displays representing diverse cultures
and live entertainment such as music
and dance.
Another fun activity will include a
costume contest in which three children
and adults will receive prize . In addition to this one child and adult each
will receive the prestigious title of
"people's choice."
A few other fun event happening at
the celebration are game , face painting
and tarot/palm reading . Do r prizes
will be given throughout the night and
the cost is free for all who have a student ID.
According t the Fall 2004 tud nt
Fact Bo k, out of the almo t 17 000
students here at W U, there are 1,757
African-American tudent , 362 Asian
family,
students, 176 Hispanic students, 615
friendship
International students and 60 Native
and
celebra- · American students.
"WSU is doing a good gob in buildtions regarding on, capitalizing.on and proactively
less of our race
strengthening the rich ethnic and racial
or ethnicity.
diversity of its campus community by
(This event
providing opportunities for the students
is) an opporto come together to interact and to learn
tunity for
from others whose backgrounds are difstudents to
ferent from their own," said Nguyen.
learn about
This celebration does just that.
other cultures
Everyone should come out and enjoy
an<l°have fun doing it,"
a wonderful night of diversity celebrat-

Larin Night was held (Jt:t 1I and featured beauliful music, dances, food andfriends/zip. Stu den Jennifer Cross and Pien-e Presti t<>ok advantage ofthe.free salsa and mere11gue /~ons.
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BSU plans events Greeks ti)' to set
for Fall Jamboree the record straight
Slacey Hm1lelal

stacey1007@holmal.com

Ill Entire campus is
invited to attend
celebration

"There can b N community
with ut lJ 11 Y and unit bt: 1 in · with

!'
Wright tat . Black tud nt nion
belie c ·in th1; alut: of the. c word· o
much that it motto proclaim they arc
"laying the foundation for tho c to
con1e.''
In order to promote thi ideal, the
BSU is having it annual Fall Jamboree during the week of Oct. 24-2 .
"The purpo e of the Fall Jamboree
i to unite all of our African-American
student and alumni at Wright State,''
aid Perry Harris III, President of
BSU.
"'It was started in 2003, and we
were looking to do a BSU weekend of
ome type. It grew from there, and we
call it a jamboree becau e that mean
'unity,"' Harri added.
'"It' for everybody - faculty, staff
and all students. The jamboree focuse
on our black students, but we welcome anyone to come to the events,"
aid Harris.
'We want it to be not only unity
for black tudent , but for everybody
. o that we can unify Wright tate as a
whole," said Harri .
The week will host a serie of
entertaining events for all students.
Harris said that at 01' Skool Game
Night, "we're going to play 4-square,
tag, hide and eek and other old games
that we haven't played since we've
become adult ."
Dr. Yvonne Seon, the founding
director of the Bolinga Center, will be
this year's speaker.

'"(Seon) helped tructure the BSU,
and we thought it would be fitting for
her to peak incc ·he'· back as the
vi ·iting director of the Bolinga Center, ' aid Harri .
''We're hoping he will touch on
the rca on why the B U was first
organized and it goal· o that we can
reflect on h w the B U i · doing
today' said II· rris.
Mo ic ight wil1 fc tur thi · year'
pn du ti on of"' nimal '.tarring ing
Rham from· Pulp Hction ' ml
"Ki o Death."
Rhames play gang member Animal whose pri 'On entenc lea c hi
on to grow up alone on the street .
According to the Internet Movie Databa e, Animal meets an older black
man in the pri on who in. pire him to
reevaluate hi place in the world.
After erving hi sentence Animal
mu t convince his son to abandon the
gangster life tyle that he created. A
discu sion of the ·movie will follow.
Go pel Fest will howca e area
go pel choirs including WSU's own In
His Pre ence Go pel Choir.
"'This year' concert i in memory
of Willie Clancy, a member of the
BSU who pas ed away in 2003 from a
car accide t " said Harris.
The Fall Ball will cap off the week
in the form of a masquerade. "It's in a
heated tent and is in collaboration
with RCA. Some of the proceeds will
be going to Hurricane Katrina victim. ," aid Harri . A co tume conte t
will al o take place.
Harris said that the main purpose of
the BSU is to provide a resource for
all black students.
"Our computers in the BSU are
open for students to use, we do study
tables and group studie ,"said Harris.
' We try to make ure that black stUdents have all the resource they need
to do their very be t at Wright State,"
Harris added.

Oct. 24: 01' Skoal Game Night, 6~10 p.m.,
The Woods
Oct. 25: Speaker - Dr. Yvonne Seon from the
Bolinga Center, 7:30-10 p.m., E156A-C SU
Oct. 26: Movie Night, 8-11 p.m., 116 HS
......·........._.
Oct. 27: Gospel Fest, 7:30-10 p.m.,
~
Concert Hall CAC
Oct. 28: Fall Ball, 9-11 p.m., Alumni Circle
(behind t~e SU)
w

w

w.

the

Many member of the Greek commllnity have expre ed to The Guardian
taff that the pa t article encouraged
the negative tereotypc of fraternities
and s roritie. at Wright State University.
On Oct. 9 igma Phi ·psilon (Sig
Ep:) held it· weekly meeting. Th men
in the fraternity spoke about campu
and social event , tratemity m mber
training, P standard. and pl dge
r cruitment.
Ryan l•ahncke a mcmb r of the ig
Ep , c. plained what being a mcmb r of
a frat mity or orority i. all about. " ig
..p · only recruit pledge who fulfill
certain qualifications, including being
committed to themselves, having a
drive to succeed and they must be the
type you can introduce to your parent .
The pledge are molded into athlete ,
gentlemen, cholars and leaders," Fahncke aid.
One Sig Eps member, Andy
Blankemeier explained why he decided
to join a fraternity. ''I was not expecting
to join a fraternity when I first came to
WSU, but once I met some of the guys,
I found out I liked them a people and
Ohio~

looked to them as a support system."
Colin Chester, another Sig Ep, wa
al o asked why he joined and said, "I
already knew ome of the guys and my
brother i al o in a fraternity."
"I wa completely anti-fraternity a
you can get, but when I tran fcrrcd
from Miami a couple years ago, a
friend here influenced me and tried fi r
a year t get me to j in. I thought ince
I already knew a lot of the guy , why
join?" aid Fahnckc.

\ o I promi~cd to go to a meeting
and be amc c ·tremcly interested after
attending be au c it was cry ou'.'ine · ·lik , and it wa. focused on getting stuf
done at . chool and in the community '
l· ahn kc added.
Fahnckc al o aid ..The more inclusive you arc, the more exclu ivc you
become, that's where WSU ha gone
wrong. Campus has pushed u there by
not promoting the Greek y tern on
campus."
The phra e "don't judge a book by
it cover • rings true as the e fraternity
member have demon trated. The college atmo phere i a place where
everyone can expres their intere ts
however they choo e, whether it means
going Greek or joining any other club.

Best Thrift Store

Village
Discount Outlet
3880 Linden Ave
Dayton, Ohio
East Town Shopping Center
*** www.villagediscount.com ***

1\oo/

• Housewares
• Clothing
• Bicycles
• Furniture

------,
r-------------------------Village Discount Outlet

$5.00
coupon

Redeemable on merchandise only with a minimum $10.00 purchase at Village Discount
~~;,.<.;~Ex~~~ i;~ase No other dlscOUnts apply. Ex_:ludes food and new mer-
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Students promoting domestic
violence awareness at WSU
II Events set on
campus in recognition of National
Domestic Violence
Awareness Month

ctob r L Nati nal Dome tic Violcnc warcnc.-. month and Wright
tate i taking a tand.
From Oct. 24-27, ther will be a
booth called "Broken ilence Again t
Dome tic Violence" et up in the Millett Atrium from lla.m.-3:30pm.
'Every day, someone falls victim to
domestic violence - men and women,"
said Monique Le lie, who is in charge
of the campaign.
Ninety-five percent of domestic violence victims are women, according to
the Center for the Prevention of Sexual
and Domestic Violence. It defines
domestic violence as including sexual,
verbal and emotional abuse; it does not
have to be physical.
'Students, faculty and the community need to become enlightened about
domestic violence. They need to be
informed of the different levels of violence, the warning signs, avoid relationships that may turn violent and how to
get out (of them)," said Leslie.
Pamphlet on warning ign and
afety tip will be given out.
Al o there will be a table set up in
honor of tho c who have been murdered by abu ive partners.
Purple ribbon and bracelets will be
handed out becau e purple is the signa-

color of domestic violence.
Both Leslie and Shaunte' Russell,
another campaign member, will be
speaking on the topic, and they feel that
this booth will be an outstanding way
to make students, faculty and the community more aware of the perils domestic violence ha on our ociety.
Dome tic violence i more common
than most people arc aware of. Many
studie speculate •'dating violence
affects at least one in ten teen couples,"
said Barrie Levy, author of "Dating
Violence.'·

violence affects men and women of all
walks of life; it has no mercy on race,

"Every day, someone falls
victim to domestic violence men and women. "
- Monique Leslie
ethnicity, age and socioeconomic differences, said Leslie.

involved by volunteering at different
organizations that are advocates for
domestic violence such as the National
Coalition Against Domestic Violence
and the Dayton YWCA.
If you or someone you know is a
victim of domestic violence, call the
24-hour National Domestic Violence
Hotline at 1-800-799-SAFE (7223).
The Dayton YWCA al o offers their
Battered Woman Project with a hotline
at 222-7233, and the Artemis House,
Inc. in Dayton can be reached at its hotline by dialing 461-4357.

The Guardian is new every Wednesday
Pick up a copy or check out www~theguardianonline~com
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Exptess ourself Coffee House
78 E. Main Street, Xenia
372-7446
www.expressyourselfcoffeehouse.com
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Oct. 19: Dining Services survey, 11 a.m.-1 p.m., The Hangar
Oct. 19: Java N' Jazz w/ David Simpson, 11 :30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m. ,
SU Hearth Lounge
Oct. 20: ?peak Out! , 1 :30-3:30 p .m., SU Atrium
Oct. 21 : International Student Talent Show, 3-4 p.m., E190 SU
Oct. 22: Horseback Riding and Cowboy/girl Cookout, all day,
Shawnee State Forest
Oct. 23: Nancy Field & Wanda Coalson (piano duet), 3-5 p.m.,
Concert Hall CAC
Oct. 24: Women's Center Film Series: "The Other Side,"12-1 p.m., 148 M
Oct. 24: BSU Jamboree -01'.Skool Game Night, 6-10 p .m., The Woods
Oct. 25: BSU Jamboree - Speaker, 7:30-10 p.m., E156A-C SU
Oct. 25: Student Gov't meeting, 8-1 O p.m., E157 .SU

•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••
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New film a little foggy on the thrills

Maggie Grace (left) and Tom WeOing (far right) star in the new theal.er release, "The Fog."

The next time the weatherman forecast dense fog for the area, you might
be wise to stay indoors and cover up
vents for fear that what lies in the fog
ju t might get you.
Then again, unless you or your
ancestors happened to have pissed off a
boat full of angry lepers, there probably
i · not that much to worry about.
"The Fog," which opcm:d in
thcat r · last Friday, tells the unlikely
talc of the sins of four men being revisited on the town one hundred years
later.
The four men in question robbed a
ship full of the dying refugee of a
leper colony north of Oregon.
They then omehow manage to overpower the hundred or so people aboard,
lock them all below deck, and set the
ship on fire. Now the ghosts of those
who died are returning for payback.

The story somehow remains predictable to the last. The beautiful people,
including
we Uknown
faces
Selma
Blair, Tom
Welling
from
"Smallvillc" and
Maggie
Grace
from
"Lo t", all
live.
Of
course all
of the old,
ugly, or
barely
introduced characters die. The only typical scary movie cliche that is not revis-

ited here is that the black guy isn't the
first to go.
The movie
was entertaining
in the fact that
the story was so
different from
anything I had
ever seen before.
Grace plays
Elizabeth the
heroine of the
tale. he' come
back to her
hometown after
being gon for
ix months to her
cheating
boyfriend played
by Welling and
creepy gho ts
killing her neighbors.
Somehow she is connected to all
this, as the audience gets brief glimpses

of a girl who looks just like Elizabeth
aboard the doomed ship.
What this connection leads to I personally found more disturbing than the
film, but I' 11 leave that for you to find
out on your own.
All I can ay i at least Welling's
character will still have sultry Blair to
warm hi bed at night.
And of cour e no cary movie would
be complete without the predictable
character ·- earching-out-. trangc-noiscs-in-thc-night-wearing-only-undcrwear
part either. Thank goodne s the writers
rem~mbered to include that in the
movie!
..The Fog'' is actually a remake of
another po rly done movie made in the
1980 ·. Giv n free license to change the
·tory, the writ rs of this screenplay
managed to make a bad thing i;Vcn
wor.c.
The director obviou ly prefers the
more subtle form of caring people
with loud noises and implied doom.
This movie lacks so much in gore and
scare that it actually manages to keep a
PG-13 rating.
When the lights came on at the end
of the film, everyone in the theater had
already left. It was only me, the lonely
reviewer, left to ee how the movie
ended.
The worst part of all is the film isn't
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~?~?~ OFF dinner !
: for ? when purchas~:
:
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:
:
entrees~
:
: Dine in or carry out~ :

l

:
With coupon only$
I
: Up to$ per party$one check per party$ 1
I
On• ent,.,. per person required$
I
t Not valid with any other discounts$ I
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Dine iri Of'if:arry out
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$$$$ Colonel Glenn Hwy$
Fairborn$0H $$$$~
Across from the Nutter Center
and behind Bob Evans
Open~
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Mon Sat
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they faced another Indiana school,

JUPUI.

@
Q2

~
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Sophomore Brian Decker tries to steal the ballfrom an IUPUI player on Sunday. The Raiders
went on to win Z-1 with bro goals scored late in tire game.

Ju t like in their game on riday
Wright t te truggled early on. Ju t
thirteen minute into the gam the
Jaguars got on the corcb ard fir t.
IUPUI's Adrian onra 1wa able to
. end a hot pa t W ' L uthold for
the first o re of the ga me.
The lone IUPUI goal stood as the
only core for mo ~ t of the game until
the clo ing minutes of the second half.
After three consccuti v corn r kicks
that resulted in two shots on goal. senior Ja on Tacki. took ad antage of the
third opportunity. Tackis ·cnt the comer
ailing through the air toward th near
post where ophomorc Jamaar McLeggon headed it in past the diving IUPUI
goalie to tie the game at 1-1.
It looked as though the game would
end in a tie in the final two minutes of
the game, but the Raider offense took
their game to the next level. Labudovski was the savior for the game as he
netted his second goal in as many
games and put the Raiders ahead 2-1.
The win was Wright State's sixth of the
season.
With a 6-8 record, Wright State
men's soccer travels to Cleveland to
face Horizon League rival Cleveland
State. The Raiders and Vikings face off
Wednesday at 7pm at Krenzier Field.

The '> ekend did n t tart out how
th y wanted but Wright tate' men
occer team end d their w ekend eri s
again t Indiana team on a good note.
After lo ing to IPFW, the men were
able to snap their four game lo ing
streak wi th a 2- 1 win o er IU PUI.
In their game again ·t IPFW the
Raiders truggl d trcmcndou ly. In the
first half alon c the Ma todon w ere
able to score three go, ls a
right
St, tc · defense failed to sh >\ ' up.
I Ialftimc would not low down the
IPl·W ofkn c. The Ma todon scored
two more time in the game before the
Raiders were even able to get on the
scoreboard. In the 77th minute of the
game, junior Tony Labudovski was
finally able to slip a penalty kick past
the IPFW goalie for the lone Wright
State score of the game.
In a game that saw 26 shots, 13 offide calls and seven comer kicks, it
was no surprise that the Mastodons
would not score again in the final minutes of the game. With a 5-1 loss, junior goalie Jason Leuthold made three
saves while letting five shots get past
him.
Now with the losing streak at four
games long, the Raiders came back
home to end the winning drought as

Cross country finishes second and fifth
The Running Raiders had a fanta . tic
weekend as they traveled to Bowling
Green's Falcon Invitational on Saturday for the women': Sk and the men'
8k races. The men took econd place in
the ev nt while the women finished
fifth .
The men had an a tounding three
runner fi nish in the top twenty. Junior
Joe l Hidalgo led the way for the
Raiders, fini hing ninth overall with a
tim of 26:46 while cnior Jo h Burke
took 14th place with his time at 27:14.
Meanwhile, ophomore Juan Zamora, who a feeling b tter than he ha
all ea on after being plagued with
injuries for the fir t portion of the seaon, fini bed right on Burke's heels in
16th place, recording a time of 27: 18.
AJso running for the men was senior
Corey B, xter, fini bing with a time of
27:4"' in 26th po ·ition, and junior
Mitch Meindcrding rounded thing. out
for Wright State in 32nd and a time of
28:05.
The University of Dayton men took
first place. They recorded just 31 points
in the event, whi le the Raiders had
86.The individual winner of the event

Cory Baxter finifihed in 26dt overall on Saturday for Wright State. The Men finished in sec ond as a team
wa
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for the men was UD' Mike Anderson
with a time of 25:33.
The Lady Raider. finished their portion of the Invitational with 132 point ,
as Toledo took home the win as they
recorded ju t 23 points.
Leading for the ladies wa senior
egan Fca l, who placed 27th with a
tim e of 19: l '>. ophomore Christina
Hill foll c d c b hind, in 29th
place, with h ·r neat 19:27. Fallin~ in
shortly after wa trc hman u an Hill,
fini hing in 33rd position and r cordmg
a time of 19:51.
Al o running for the Lady Raider
wa enior Tracy Ro ner
ith a l Q: in 34th place, junior Marie Mc ett
n
agam with her time at 19:59 and ca
in 35th. After Mc etta came senior
Stephanie Supan in 42nd and a time of
20:29, and freshman Kim Beatty finished up the race for the Raiders \ ith a
22:51 in 57th place.
The fa te t time among the wom n
competitor& wa n.;:corded by Ebba
Stenback of Toledo, who ran a 17:20 to
help lead her team to th victory a
well.
The Raiders will host the 2005 Horizon League Cross Country Championships on Saturday, October 29 at
John Bryan State Park.
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Volleyball goes 1-1 in Horizon League play
Friday night found the Wright State
volleyball team participating in Horizon League action against the Butler
Bulldogs at Hinkle Fieldhouse.
The match proved to be a muchneeded confidence booster, as the
Raider won in a four-game decision,
breaking their 5-game lo ing treak.
The final core' for the match were 3028, 27-30,m 30-25, and 30-23.
The fir ·t match began with WSU
trailing 27-26, until Butler suffered an
attack error and junior Jenny Schultz
landed a ph nomenal kill to tic the
game at 28-all. Th~ Bulldogs managed
to pull ahead ag, in shortly after, but
chultz pulled through with another kill
an I Butler once again ·ufferc<l an
attack error catapultin 1 the Raider to
their first win of the match.
Butl r, who i 8-11 for the eason,
rallied to win the second game, capturing the final 6 points of the game, but
the Raiders controlled games three and
four with two 9-1 run .
WSU had 62 kill in the match
compared to 56 Butler kills. The
Raider , al o recorded 8 service aces
and ix service error while the Bulldog had 6 aces and 12 service error .
Finishing the match strong, Schultz
recorded a double-double with 19 kills
and 14 digs, while junior Sarah Poling
had 14 kills and 9 digs, nearly a dou-

hie-double of her own. Freshman Lizzy
Gunn had her best match of the season,
with nine kills and four blocks, while
sophomore Lindsey Frank recorded 49
assists and 10 digs. Junior Taylor Gerlach contributed with 29 digs, while
sophomore Alisha Kimbro had 16 digs.
On Saturday, the Raider traveled to
IPFW, only to have the match delayed
32 minutes due to an electrical problem. When play finally commenced, the
Raider· uffered a lo , after only 3
game , with core of 30-26, 30-20,
and 30-26. In the first game, after the
power outage, the Raiders were off to a
g od ·tart, leading 21-20. The lead
would not la. t long, however, a the
Mastodon managed to regain the lead
by coring 6 of the final point·.
IPl'W hit .372 in the. ccond game,
and ma nag <l to eras a I 0-5 de tic it in
th final game afler. coring con Cl:Utivc points. The game was tied on five
different occa ions before the
Mastodons wept the score board with
5 of the final 6 points.
For the match, IPFW had 48 kills to
the Raider 33. They al o managed to
outhit WSU with totals of .193-.097.
Leading Wright State in kills was
Kimbro with 11. Poling had eight kills
and 12 digs, while Schultz had 16 dig .
The girl are now 6- t 2, and will
continue their sea on on Tue day with
an away match again t the UC Bearcat
at 7:30pm.

Women's soccer ends ten
game road trip with two wins
Winning on the road is tough, but
Wright State's women's occcr make
it look easy. The Lady Raiders went 52-3 on their month long trip as they
defeated Morehead State on Wednesday and IPFW on Sunday.
Against Morehead State both teams
were held coreless in the first half as
both teams' defense were controlling
the game. Despite the scorele s half,
the Raiders managed six shots on goal.
The second half started off just like
the first half. Both teams were taking
shots, but neither was able to connect
on any of their respective shots until
the 81 st minute of the game. Pushing
the ball up the left side of the field,
senior Michelle Sarmiento sent a cross
pass into the right side of the box
where freshman Amy Miller was there
to knock it in and put WSU up 1-0. It
was the first goal of Miller's career.
It proved to be an important one as
time quickly ran out and Wright State
came out with the victory. The play of
goalie jumor Steph Comi ar played a
huge part in the shut out. Comisar
made three saves in the game to give
herself her fifth shutout of the season.
With the anticipation of their last
road game near, the Raiders wanted to

w

w

end their 10 game road trip on a good
note. They would have that chance facing the Ma. todons of IPFW.
The offense e med to not take a
break since the last contest again t
Moreb ad State. Junior Jodie hoaf
and senior Kelly Kammer end a cro
pa s to ophomore Desire Morris who
snuck the ball past the IPFW for the
core. It was the econd goal for Morris thi , eason giving the Raiders the
lead 1-0.
The Raider offense would strike
again in the 78th minute of the game.
Stepb Comisar's sister, Katie Comi ar,
knocked a loose ball away from IPFW
goalkeeper Shannon Lynn's hands for
her first collegian goal of her career. It
put the Raiders up for good 2-0.
IPFW would come back on offense
getting a goal off a 20-yard free kick,
but the Raider defense would prove too
much for the Mastodons as they managed to hold on to the 2-1 win.
With a two game winning streak on
their hands, the Lady Raiders finally
return home after their month long road
trip. Now 8-4-3 overall, Wright State
faces Horizon league rival Cleveland
State on Friday, October 21 at 7:00p.m.
The game will be their first one at
home since they took on Ball State on
September 11.
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Wrig/11 State'· Beckie Lowery returns the ball in action earlier diis seaso11 11te Raiders went 11 over the weekend induding a win over Buder on Friday night.

University Orthopaedics
& Sports Medicine
A Department of Wright State University and

University Medical Services Association, Inc.
Lynn A. Crosby, MD
Ronald Lakatos, MD
Richard T. Laughlin, MD
Matthew W. Lawless, MD
Michael J. Prayson, MD
Corey B. Russell, DPM

Specializing in:
Adult Reconstruction

Spine

Total Hip and Knee Replacement
Arthroscopic Surgery

Fractures
C01rection ofSpine Deformities
Lower Back Pain

Shoulder and Elbow
Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
. Rotator Cuff Disorders
Complicated Shoulder Problems

Sports Medicine and
General Orthopaedics

Foot and Ankle

Podiatry

Reconstruction Fractures

For referrals go to Student Health or contact us directly.

208-2091
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Miskell bright spot for golf Ul!imate Frisbee to host
Miriatlrtiz
Ortiz.9@wr1dJt.

Every dark cloud has a silver lining
and Wright State's sophomore Tyler
Mi kell was that silver lining for the
men's golf team as they took part in the
Xavier Invitational thi pa t weekend.
The Heath, a he i known on the
team, placed fourth overall in the tournament. Mi. kcll hot a team low of 67
in the first round of play, and an amazing 210 overall for the invitational.
Mi kel l was al o the only Horizon
League player to individually break the
top ten for the tournament.
At the asi
olf club in Loveland.
hio, Wright tate golf did not play up
to par. A the importance of every
pl· ycr wa the k y the abs nee of junior Jeff Pontius in the final round
proved fatal for the overall team core.
After a decent tart in their fall ean, the winging Raider plac d 19th
out of 19 teams at the Xavier Invitational.
The clo est Raider to finish to
Miskell was fellow teammate, junior
Brandon Knutson, who tied for 85th.
Knutson shot 232 for the invitational.
Freshman Matt Bond and sophomore Chip Knuckey finished back to
back with final scores of 239 and 240.
The pair was also placed back-to-back
a they finished in 95th and 96th,

respectively.
In the rounds Pontius participated in,
he shot a 75 and 86 for the invitational
but did not take part in the final round,
which killed Wright State in the fmal
standings.
It wa a dramatic finish for the
championship. With team cores tied
with 843 points, it came down to a sudden death playoff for ho t Xavier and
Au tin Peay. Anyone could win.
Both team had been fighting for the
lead during the entire tournament. First
Au tin Peay had the lead at the end of
the fir t round only t have Xavier
teal it in the second round. By the end
of the final round the two teams were
all knotted up.
With a sudden death playoff hole,
Austin Peay squeaked by with the vict ry and the championship. Despite the
tough loss, Xavier placed three golfer ,
including the top overall finisher in the
top ten.
Raider Golf takes a well -needed
break this week before they conclude
their fall season.
When the team returns back into
action they will travel back to Hopkinsville, Kentucky where they will
take part in the Austin Peay Intercollegiate October 24-25. Hopefully the
results will be a little different than
they were this week for the Green and
Gold.

first ever tournament

remarks. ''Because if the other team
doesn't have a good time, they are
going to remember your team, and not
Several years ago, students attemptreally be interested in playing you
ed to organize an Ultimate Frisbee
again. There is a lot of sportsmanship,
Club at W U, but after only one year,
it i really tre ed."
Although it is very competitive the
the tudent-run club disappeared from
the map. Now, ome years later, the
sport i ·considered a gentleman's game
club is back in full swing and ha been
that revolves around each team having
under the leadership of now senior Ron a good time.
Bertucci for the pa t three years it's
Thu far thi eason, the club has
been on campu .
only attended one tournament, the
"I alway think that I paper the cam- Kenyon Tournament, which took place
pus pretty well, with flyer ," Bertucci
a few weeks ago. The members left th
said about letting tudcnt know ab ut
tournament 0-3, but are not di courthe club. "But I alway hear people
aged because they are still a young
saying that they didn't know we had an organization.
When B rtucci tarted the club, h ·
Ultimate Frisbc club."
only found one or two oth r guys that
For thos1.: who ar · ·till unsure what
ltimate Fri bee ntails here are omc
had actually played ltimatc fri bee
ba ic detail . Ultimate ri bee, which
before. Now the club has 18 member
and Bertucci i organizing the officer·
i a non-contact sport, combine
in preparation for his graduation from
a pects of soccer, football, and basketball, and is played with a disc, which
school and his club.
"It is really cool watching the guys
should not be confused with a frisbee
come along and watching the team
one may find in the toy store. The
player with the disc ha I 0 seconds to
come together," he says.
Bertucci has every reason to be
continue the movement of the match,
proud. The club is ho ting their fir land the opposing player will count the
ever tournament here at Wright State,
seconds. A point is scored when the
the Western Ohio Walker Open, on
disc reaches the touchdown line, much
October 22nd, and eight teams around
like in football. It requires speed and
the area will be joining the action. The
agility, but the rules are open for interaction will cover all of the sports fields
pretation.
The UPA (Ultimate Players Associahere at Wright State including field 5,
tion), Bertucci explained, does not usu- which is the Rugby field.
Bertucci, always the enthusiast,
ally sanction season game , and with
the absence of a referee, the player are encourages all students to swing by the
tournament, visit their website, which
left to determine what should be concan be reached through the WSU websidered foul and fair.
site or WINGS, and ee how you can
''You don't want to be a total jerk
learn more about this uncommon sport.
when you call these fouls," Bertucci

3982 Colonel Glenn Highway
Beavercree~ Ohio

Delivery

:f'"' Now Available!
~eat.u Pizza * Subs * Sandwiches
All menu items
available for
dine-in,

Deliveries avaiklble
Mon-Thurs: s - npm
Fri-Sat: Spm • tam

cart:y-out

and delivery!

Call.

426~4266
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Women's Soccer

Men's Soccer
Overall

Overall

School

League

4-1-0 (12) 8-3-2

UWM

5-0-1 (16)

8-4-3

UWM

3-1-1 (10) 8-2-4

UWGB 4-2-0 (12)

8-6-1

Loyola

3-0-0 (9)

6-5-2

Detroit

3-1-1 (10) 6-4-4

UIC

2-2-1 (7)

7-3-2

Butler

2-3-0 (6)

6-7-2

Butler

2-3-0 (6)

9-5-0

wsu

1-1-2 (5)

8-4-3

UWGB 2-3-0 (6)

6-6-0

Loyola

1-3-0 (3)

5-7-1

wsu

1-2-0 (3)

6-8-0

YSU

1-3-0 (3)

1-15-0

CSU

0-5-0 (0)

0-12-1

CSU

0-4-0 (0)

0-15-0

School

League

Detroit
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elp Wanted
Hiring male and f male entertain r .
G c t Pa ! Th only bu ine with a 21
ear hi lory l f b ing numb ':Jr on .
Call (937) 25 - 571

Earn
n-

!BARTENDERS WA T D!
250/day potential. o experience
necessary. Training provided.
1-800-965-6520 Ext. 187
Sales Opportunity
Looking for profes ional and reliable
tudents to sell marketing material to
local businesses. Set your own hours
and g t paid for re ult !
Call (937) 416-2707.
Tutor needed: 10th grader needs help
with schoolwork, math & English, for
re t of year! Pay negotiable. Contact
Sonya - 937-767-9959. Live within 3
miles of WSU.
Hope Hotel and Conference Center:
S king A.M. and P.M. servers for
re taurant. Come to front desk only.
Building 23 Area A (Gate 12A)
Wright-Patt Airforc Bas .
Babysitter needed to baby it for Dayton area famili s through The Sitter
Connection. Starts at $8 an hour. Work
around cla s schedule. Apply at
www.thesitterconn ction.com

: · · ·•· · · · · ··· ··sruoE.Nfsiiff ······· ·· ··· ·
: Did you know that you get a discount for
classlfled ads?!
:
! Have an apartment to rent, equipment or
: books to sell?? Put it in the Guardian for
Just $4 dollsrs!I!
:

............................................

Announce111ent

0,
u IA
A !
JA AICA, 4 9! Travel ith America's Largest & Ethic Award Winning
Spring Break Company! Fly Scheduled Airlines, Free Meals, Drinks,
Biggest Celebrity Parties! On-Campus
Marketing Reps eeded!
(Promo Code: 31)
www.SpringBreak.Tr avel.com
1-800-678-6386

Apples, Cider,
Pumpkins,
Corn Shocks,
Straw, Gourds, Winter Squa·sh,
Jams, Jellies, Sorghum
Hours: Mon-Sat 10am - 6pm ·Sun. Noon - Spm

4308 Kemp Rd.
Beavercreek

AAAH! BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE! ' 5 Days $299!
Includes Meals, Taxes, Entry to exclusive MTVu Events, Beach parties with
Celebrities. As seen on Real World,
Road Rules! Group Leaders Go Free!
www.SpringBreakTr avel.com
.
1-800-678-6386

426-6916

# 1 Spring Break Website! Low prices
guarante d. Fr e Meals & Free Drinks.
B ok 11 p ople, get 12th trip free!
Group di counts for 6+. www.springbr akdi ·ount .com r www.Lci ur Tour .c m or 8 0-838-8202.

SPRI G BR AKERS- Book Early and
Save. Lowest Price . Fre meals/parties
BY 11/7. Book 15=2 Free Trips.
www.sunspla htours.com
1-800-426-7710

Services
Looking for help with t nn paper and
other assignments? Let E.T. Editing
help you with: •Structural problems
•Grammar •Punctuation •Other
basic editing. Contact Erin at (937) 9039664 today!
We provide entertainers for your bachelor, bachelorette, and birthday partie .
Give us a call (937) 258 - 8571

Si m Alpha Lambda, a ·ati nal
Leader hip and Honor organization
with over 50 cha pt r aero the country, is eeking motivated students to
a si t in starting a local chapter (3.0
GPA Required). Contact Rob Miner,
Director of Chapter Development at
rminer@salhonor .org.

Only
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U.S.AIRFORCE
CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Wednesday ight
College Night
Arrive Early to .
Avoid the Line
18and Up
Friday i ht
Ladi s igh
11 Ladies in Free
21 and Up
Drink specials
'till Midnight
S.aturday Night
Dayton's Best Party
21 and Up
Every night Doors
Open at 9pm
111 EAsT4THST
(937) 541 .. 1114

More men and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening injuries than ever before for
one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you recei ve the
most advanced training and have access to the best medical technology on the planet. And whether
you're treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can put all of that
training to use.' If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online.

1-800-588-5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEAlJHCARE

WWW.HAMMER.JAX.NET

Located in t e obby of the ~~~~
ederick A. White

